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1

Background

As computational hardware and software capabilities increase, industry is abuzz with the
promise of big data [1]. Working with big data leads to surprising user experience caveats.
The increased volume of data in production means that the interaction between data and
users are facing a big challenge. Big data refers to massive, unpredictable and usually
unstable content that is difficult to interact with. Besides, big data means data that
cannot be handled and processed in a straightforward manner. It is reasonably quick to
determine if the data is clean, the values are valid, and the results can be computed rapidly
if the dataset fits in memory. In contrast, a big dataset cannot fit in memory, so it is in
general hard to check whether it is clean while computations also take a long time. New
data may be constantly streaming in, then the processing system needs to make decisions
about which part of the stream to capture [2].
Simulating the process that populates big data from back-end to users gives the organizations a way to know how the unforeseen circumstances would happen in real life
populating scenes.
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Introduction

The main aim of this project is to research how populating lists in GUI can be affected
under specific characteristics that appears in lists. Problematic elements can appear in
lists affecting the performance of populating the list in the GUI. As problematic elements,
two categories took into consideration:
1. Slow elements: Elements in the list that have a static extra overhead.
2. Fail elements: Elements in the list that contain undesirable characters and have to
be removed.
In this project, several data sources of massive entries are created. In order to achieve
a Windows desktop application a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is developed in Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF). In total, four projects are created to handle the problem:
WPF application, Data source generators, Unit testing, Performance measurements. More
analytically the tools that are selected1 to face the problem are the following:
• .NET: .NET is an ecosystem which provides languages, runtimes and libraries developed by Microsoft and thousands of collaborative companies. In this project, .NET
Core 3.1 is used as a developing environment. It is a free, cross-platform, open source
developer framework for building many different types of applications.
• WPF: WPF is a .NET Core UI framework for building Windows desktop applications. The GUI is developed in WPF which uses an XML-based language called
1
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Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) where editing a XAML file, its
code and its visual representation are always synchronized with a XAML designer for
XAML in Visual Studio. This provides a simple approach to modify the graphical
user interface [3].
• C#: C# is one of the .NET languages, it is an object-oriented programming language
that has C-style syntax. The functionality of this populating GUI is implemented in
C#.
• NUnit2 : In order to ensure that this desktop application meets the technical and
performance requirements, it is necessary to test individual components of the program. NUnit is the most popular unit test framework for .NET.

3

Methodology

In the considered desktop application, the generators are set to meet different requirements
and create data in the backend, while the WPF application project binds the variables and
populates the data elements to the GUI.

3.1

Graphical User Interface

In order to define the property of the data populating process, this GUI provides user
interaction modules.
As for the simulation, users need to indicate the type of the simulated scene, such as
the size and the content of database. This is implemented by a set of user input. Users
are supposed to choose the preferred generator and provide the corresponding necessary
inputs: number of elements, the proportion of elements with different property elements.
WPF provides different classes that enable the interaction of the user with the GUI:
• CheckBox: Checkbox control is used as the switch for users to choose the generators.
CheckBox control displays a number of generator names and gives users an option
to choose the specific generator by setting the CheckBox as true/false. The elements
start populating once the CheckBox is detected checked, and would exit when it is
set false.
• TextBox: TextBox control is the interactive tools to get the needed user inputs. It is
the most commonly used control when entering information in a desktop application.
Users enter the parameters of the generator, the number of elements and the proportion of problematic elements, these arguments would be passed to the generator
interface. The TextBox accepts only numbers as input, which is implemented by an
input validation check.
2
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• Listbox: ListBox class is used to populate the elements. Once the ItemsSource
property value for the ItemsControl object is set, the ItemsControl object will
automatically iterate the data elements in it, prepare an item container for each data
element, and use binding to establish an association between the item container and
the data element.
• FlowDocument: The document element in WPF is used to process the presentation of the document. WPF documents are generally divided into two categories,
flow layout and fixed layout. The FixedDocument class provides tight and exact
control of the document format for rendering to the highest accuracy of the display
or print device. Document layout is defined and controlled by the application. The
flow layout document constructed with FlowDocument class has better flexibility and
readability, it dynamically adjusts the document layout based on user preferences.
The performance test project produces several test cases that can measure the performance and the time measure results are saved to a directory. The performance results
are streamed to the user interface in a compactly laid form as a single paragraph.
The layout of the GUI is showed in Figure 1. In the right interaction part, users can
choose the generators with different structure. The number of entries and the percentage
of problematic elements can be defined via the GUI and some statistic and performance
results can also be provided. The left part has several list to display the generated data,
the ListBox-es would directly populate from the specific generator classes with execution
time to be calculated as well. The actual final product is showed in Appendix A.

Figure 1: The left part of the GUI consists of the different generators that are populating.
The right part indicates how the user can control the generators and gain some metrics.

3.2

Input Data

A public class, named ItemList, is created to simulate the entries in real world population
scenarios. This class defines three public fields: AnIndex, AString and AFlag, representing
the index, the content and the property of each entry. The index is the unique ID (integer
4

number) of the context and the context is a random string of length 13 characters, which
consists of English letters and integer numbers. The flag indicates the type of the element:
• Value 0 of the flag represents the normal elements that are some data populated in
the ideal condition.
• Value 1 of the flag represents the slow elements, which simulate the situation that
some data read from the backend with delays.
• Value 2 of the flag represents the fail elements, namely, elemements that have invalid
characters and cannot be identified.
The procedure starts with the ListBox bindings the ItemList to GUI. The list control
in WPF is derived from the ItemsControl class and inherits the ItemsSource property.
The ItemsSource property can receive an instance of a class derived from the IEnumerable
interface as its value (all the collections that can be iterated over implement this interface,
such as List<T> used in this project). Each derived class of ItemsControl has its own item
container, such as ListBox item container ListBoxItem. Bind the ItemList class with the
ItemsSource property. The ListBox would automatically iterate the data elements after
the users has checked one generator checkbox. The index (AnIndex) and random string
(AString) are bound to one data entry in the ListBox while the flag (AFlag) is invisible.
Slow elements are defined as elements generated with the Thread.Sleep method and
fail elements are elements that contain special characters. By default, the invalid character
detector uses try-catch exceptions to find the invalid elements.

3.3

Generators

The generator project creates an IEnumerable interface, all the generators except the one
by one implement this interface. To simulate the ideal population cases and real world big
data population cases that are not ideal, 10 generators are implemented, referred in the
sequel as G01 to G10.
1. Generator G01 produces valid random string data without delay, then adds one item
into the ListBox in every for loop.
2. Generator G02 produces valid random string data without delay, then populates
that entry to the ListBox through yield return.
3. Generator G03 produces valid random string data one by one.
4. Generator G04 produces valid random string data with one millisecond delay.
5. Generator G05 produces valid random string data with 20% data has one millisecond
delay.
6. Generator G06 produces random string data that 20% is invalid.
5

7. Generator G07 produces random string data that 20% is invalid with 10% data has
one millisecond delay.
8. Generator G08 produces random string data. 20% of the data is invalid, 10% data
has one millisecond delay and 70% ideal data at the same time.
9. Generator G09 produces random string data defined by users. The percentages of
problematic elements are read from GUI, slow and fail cases may overlapping.
10. Generator G10 produces random string data defined by users. The percentages of
problematic elements are read from GUI, slow and fail cases are disjoint.
There are three basic generator structures. The first structure (G01) produces the
populating list with the classic for loop approach. The second basic structure (G02, G04
- G10) uses the special feature of C# with yield statement. Last but not least, the third
structure (G03) uses multi-treading to populate the list one-by-one to the GUI.
3.3.1

Yield return

yield return statement reduces the number of traversals and increases reusability in C#
by using lazy evaluation instead of strict evaluation. The program does not have to wait
for the previous loop to finish when the results are needed, which would lead to another
traversal. yield return can block the process of the current function while CPU goes to,
the current process and executes the caller function. When a yield return statement is
reached in the iterator method, expression is returned, and the current location in code is
retained. Execution is restarted from that location the next time that the iterator function
is called.
In contrast, the current function will not exit until the whole iteration is finished with
classic return, that is, the populating process cannot start until all random strings are
generated. So if we are going to generate a lot of data, the front-end GUI has to wait for
the elements to show them to the user.
To summarise, the yield return structure allows us to simulate remaining population
cases that have problematic data.
3.3.2

One-by-one generator

Populating the elements one by one to the GUI simulates the one-by-one scenario where
users can interact with data before the population is finished. How to achieve the one-byone generator? The main technical points are:
1. Cannot use yield return: The reason is that the one by one generator needs a
progress bar to indicate the populating progress.
2. Cannot use generator interface: The ItemsSource property can only populate
elements all at once. The yield return class implements the IEnumerable interface which returns IEnumerable<ItemList> objects to the main process. Without
6

ItemsSource, the ListBox cannot automatically iterate the element in instance of
an IEnumerable interface.
3. Use multi-thread: Use another thread to generate or the GUI would be hung before
all the elements are created.
Multi-thread is a good approach to separate the generating process and the populating process. With the Task.Run method, the generator would work in another thread.
Task.Run uses a thread pool, that is, when the generator method is called, a new thread
may not be created, but it will run in another thread from the pool. The C# threading
class is also used to ensure the synchronization, which splits the generation process into
different threads. Dispatcher.BeginInvoke is a method that allows a child thread to
operate the ListBox which is in the main thread.
3.3.3

Generating problematic elements

When users interact with big data, such as uploading and downloading, delay and load
failure are two common issues. Those two situations is simulated by defining some elements
as slow and fail.
The concept of randomness is used to distribute those elements in the list. Random
values between one and the size of the list are used to mark the indexes of problematic
elements according to the defined percentages of slow and fail elements. The indexes are
stored using the SortedSet class which maintains ascending order of the indexes and does
not store duplicate indexes.
In this artificial simulation, two SortedSet is used to store the fail and slow elements
accordingly. The nature of this technique derives two closely related generators. In the
first case, generators take into account that a slow element can be a fail element at the
same time and vice versa. In the second case, generators have to deal with non-overlap
elements which is either normal, slow or fail.
Finally, the user can read the records of the slow, fail and normal elements that consists
the populating list in the GUI and verify the correct proportion of elements with those
three different properties in both approaches.

4
4.1

NUnit Framework
Unit Testing

Unit testing refers to the inspection and verification of the smallest testable unit in the
software. In general, the unit is the smallest functional module in testing that is specified by
the programmer, which refers to a single class in this application. Unit testing is the lowest
level of testing activities to be carried out in the software development process. Independent
units of the software are tested in isolation from the other parts of the program.
Since software products must be maintained to respond to changes in operational requirements in the real world, and bugs left over from the initial development work need
7

to be modified, encoding is not a one-time pass. Performing reproducible unit tests after
developers make changes, can avoid a lot of repeatable work.
The GUI gives various degrees of freedom to the end-user, yielding particular challenges
for developing test cases to examine the input interaction space of the GUI [4]. Since the
generating process is separate from the populating process, unit test classes are created for
testing the generators.
NUnit test framework is used in this project for unit test. In ItemList class, test cases
are created to test whether the encapsulation works well, and for random string class, the
unit test tests all strings in the list are unique and whether the length of the string is the
same as expected.
The main test cases for the ten generators include checking whether the number of
records generated by those generators are asserted equal to the user input, and the percentage of fail, slow, normal elements are correct. A method returning IEnumerable
<TestCaseData> objects is created, which send TestCaseData, such as different dataset
size, to the test methods with yield return.

4.2

Performance Profiling

NUnit framework is mainly used for unit testing. Besides this feature, NUnit provides
capability for the user to devise a time measurement tool, a tool that can be used to avoid
interaction with the GUI that needs to retrieve time measurements manually. As a result,
time measurements conducted through NUnit are stored in a file.
The problem with this hidden characteristic of NUnit is that it does not work when an
exception appears so the retrieval of the data in this case accomplished through the GUI.

5

GitHub Collaboration

Git3 is a distributed version control system which it can be used for collaboration between
different group members in a project. There are different platforms that can host a git
repository. The most famous platform is GitHub4 where along with other internet hosting
platforms of git, provides online collaboration between different contributors in a project.
Pull request is an essential feature of GitHub providing code synchronization. As the name
indicates a contributor requests to pull part of an updated code in the master branch, then
another contributor reviews and points aspects that approves or not to be added to the
master branch [5] [6].
Another important task of remote repositories is to ensure that the code that is uploaded
is functional. The way that the user can accomplish this task in GitHub is through GitHub
Actions by creating a workflow where the contributor applies some actions. The workflows
in GitHub demand to be written in a template file of yaml format. Yaml files are more
3
4
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clear, human-readable and provide portability between programming languages in contrast
with APIs.
External Continuous Integration (CI) tools for at least to build and test the development
process reveal conflicts and problems in a common repository where contributors can take
decisions in a team or individually in a transparent way how to face the faulty part [7].
In this project the yaml file defined to use Windows as virtual environment and instead
of predefined building tool of Visual Studio which is MSBuild, dotnet which is the generic
driver for the .NET command-line interface was used to build and test the project with
the following steps:
• Checkout code: Records all new commits on the current branch.
• Restore nuget: Restores packages automatically, NUnit in this case.
• Build the solution file: Builds the whole project.
• Unit testing: NUnit framework used for unit testing the defined test cases in the
project.
• Coverage: Provides the percentage that test cases covers in the application code.
• Performance profiling: NUnit framework used to retrieve the time measurements
in a file.

6

Experiments

The performances of different generators are evaluated through several experiments. All
the experiments are done on a single laptop with CPU Intel i5-7200U 2.5 GHz 2-core
(Appendix B).
The memory that is needed per element presented in Table 1 showing that the added
flag field that is not used in the GUI does not add extra memory overhead.
Table 1
Memory per ItemList object
2 elements per object 3 elements per object
80 bytes

6.1

80 bytes

Generators for Normal Elements

The first experiment that is conducted is to identify if yield return special statement of C#
can provide an advantage over the classic for loop approach. The comparison is presented
9

in Figure 2 and Table 2 indicating that time performance results are approximately the
same if not a bit better using the classical for loop approach when the elements in the list
are of order ten million.

6.2

Generators for Problematic Elements

Cases where a percentage of the elements have a static time overhead are examined for lists
that include such elements. The slowness in those lists is defined to be of the order of one
ms per element. Two cases are compared to identify the behaviour in time performance.
In the first case 20% of elements contain slow elements and in the second case 100% of
elements contain slow elements. For instance, when the elements are one million, the total
overhead with 20% of them being slow is 200 s and with 100% of them being slow is 1000
s. Results in Table 3, Figure 3 show that apart from the total static overhead extra
overhead is added when the percentage is increased.
Another study conducted in the project is related to the case when the elements contain
characters that fail to be populated or characters that should not be part of the elements
and handled as exceptions. Firstly, a case that 20% of elements are fail elements is considered, see Table 4. Table 5 shows another case that examines the dataset containing
20% fail elements and 10% slow elements when those two issues can happen at the same
time. Finally a case where 20% of elements are fail elements and 10% are slow elements
without overlapping is considered in Table 5. The Figure 4 shows that all three cases
provide the same time performance.
The continuation of the three cases that are described in the previous paragraph is
to handle those cases without using exception handling concept and directly recover from
the fail elements by excluding undesirable characters. The results are shown in Table 6,
Table 7 and illustrated in Figure 5. Looking into the insights of this technique, the cases
that includes same number of slow elements end up with the same time performance which
is far worse with the case that includes only fail elements.
The techniques of handling fail elements unavoidably was compared the results reveal
that the difference in time performance is huge. The Figure 6 shows the difference in
three cases and more analytically the Figure 7 illustrates the time difference when 20%
of elements fail and handled with the two techniques.
There are two techniques for handling the fail elements, one uses the try-catch exception while the other treats the fail elements not as exceptions. The gap between the
performances of two techniques that handling the fail elements is huge. Figure 6 shows
the difference in three cases and Figure 7 illustrates the time difference between two
techniques when 20% of the elements including fail elements.
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Table 2
Time measurements for normal generators for loop (G01) and for yield (G02)
generators.
number of elements for loop generator

yield generator

1

0.0012s

0.0013s

10

0.0013s

0.0013s

100

0.0016s

0.0015s

1000

0.0019s

0.0019s

10000

0.0091s

0.0086s

100000

0.1149s

0.0482s

1000000

1.2184s

0.9827s

10000000

21.0733s

26.5988s

Figure 2: Time measurements for normal generators for loop (G01) and for yield
(G02) generators.
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Table 3
Time measurements for slow generators slow 100% (G04) and slow 20% (G05)
generators.
Number of elements Slow 100% generator Slow 20% generator
1

0.0042s

0.0023s

10

0.0207s

0.0076s

100

0.2027s

0.0422s

1000

1.9039s

0.4021s

10000

19.3057s

4.0082s

100000

196.4952s

40.3544s

1000000

2001.4215s

396.1723s

Figure 3: Time measurements for slow generators slow 100% (G04) and slow 20%
(G05) generators.
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Table 4
Time measurements for fail generator fail 20% (G06) generator using try-catch
exception method.
Number of elements Fail 20% generator
1

0.0016s

10

0.1321s

100

1.4572s

1000

14.3444s

10000

146.3597s

100000

1458.6767s

Table 5
Time measurements for fail 20% slow 10% (G07) where fail and slow can appear in
one element marked as Overlapping case and Non-overlapping case where normal 70%
fail 20% slow 10% (G08) where fail and slow can not appear both in the same
element. All cases are using try-catch exception method.
Number of elements O: fail 20% slow 10%

N: fail 20% slow 10%

1

0.0015s

0.0027s

10

0.1338s

0.1355s

100

1.3543s

1.3590s

1000

13.7474s

13.2516s

10000

140.3302s

144.9303s

100000

1425.9063s

1416.0600s
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Table 6
Time measurements for fail generator fail 20% generator (G06) without using try-catch
exception method.
Number of elements Fail 20% generator
1

0.0013s

10

0.0021s

100

0.0038s

1000

0.0041s

10000

0.0236s

100000

0.2228s

1000000

2.5135s

10000000

32.9069s

Table 7
Time measurements for fail 20% slow 10% (G07) where fail and slow can appear in
one element marked as Overlapping case and Non-overlapping case where normal 70%
fail 20% slow 10% (G08) where fail and slow can not appear both in the same
element. All cases are not using try-catch exception method.
Number of elements O: fail 20% slow 10%

N: fail 20% slow 10%

1

0.0021s

0.0021s

10

0.0034s

0.0047s

100

0.0213s

0.0211s

1000

0.2024s

0.2039s

10000

2.0065s

1.9982s

100000

20.0508s

20.0896s

1000000

201.0891s

201.1815s
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Figure 4: Time measurements for fail generators fail 20% (G06), fail 20% slow 10%
where fail and slow can appear in one element (G07) and normal 70% fail 20% slow
10% where fail and slow can not appear both in the same element (G08). All cases are
using try-catch exception method.

Figure 5: Time measurements for fail generators fail 20% (G06), fail 20% slow 10%
(G07) and normal 70% fail 20% slow 10% (G08) generators. All cases are not using
try-catch exception method.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison when using and not using exceptions in fail generators.

Figure 7: Performance comparison when using and not using exceptions in fail 20% (G06)
generator.
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7

Conclusion

This project is based on object-oriented programming, each sub-project is well constructed.
The organised code provides a good foundation for reuse and expansion. The unit testing
part of the project ensures that each class works as it is supposed to work by avoiding
unexpected or not trusted behaviors. GitHub actions orchestrates the collaboration of the
group members into one common pipeline that at least ensure the compilation and unit
testing of the updated code is compilable and passes the unit tests.
Aside from methodology, valuable results conclude the project. The use of special yield
statement of C# does not lead the population of the list in the GUI gradually. The method
that lead in the one-by-one population was through multi-threading. The slow generators
apart from the static extra overhead per element create an added extra overhead. As a
result, when the percentage of slow elements is increasing except for static overhead also
the extra overhead is increasing.
The fail generators divided into two categories the first one considers fail elements as
exceptions leading into a great overhead compared with the second category when the fail
elements were treated as normal elements and were recovered directly without the use of
try-catch exception method.
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Future Work

This project can be expanded in two ways that are currently out of scope. The first
expansion includes reduction of the time that is needed to populate the list in the GUI.
Since all generators apart from the one-by-one generator populate the list in the GUI when
all elements are ready to be populated, parallel programming can be applied to divide the
work and achieve better performance. The second expansion can be to improve the oneby-one generator by giving more capabilities to the user providing him/her with a real time
interaction during the generation process. For instance, to pause the list population, add
manually an element or extract an element from the list.
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Figure 8: The appearance of the Windows desktop application GUI.
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Appendix B
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Figure 9: CPU: Intel i5-7200U 2.5 GHz, 2-core.
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